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ABSTRACT: "Medical" thoracoscopy as compared with "surgical" thoracoscopy
(which is more precisely known as video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS)) has the
advantage that it can be performed under local anaesthesia or conscious sedation, in
an endoscopy suite, using nondisposible rigid instruments. Thus, it is considerably
less invasive and less expensive.
The main diagnostic and therapeutic indications for medical thoracoscopy are
pleural effusions and pneumothorax. Due to its high diagnostic accuracy, approaching almost 100% in malignant and tuberculous pleural effusions, it should be used
when pleural fluid analysis and needle biopsy are nondiagnostic. In addition, medical
thoracoscopy provides staging for lung cancer and diffuse malignant mesothelioma.
Talc poudrage, as the best conservative method for pleurodesis in 1998, can also be
performed with medical thoracoscopy. It can also be effectively used in the early management of empyema. In spontaneous pneumothorax it allows staging, thereby facilitating treatment decisions, and in addition coagulation of eventual blebs and talc
poudrage for efficient pleurodesis.
Medical thoracoscopy is a safe procedure which is even easier to learn than flexible
bronchoscopy. Due to its high diagnostic and therapeutic efficiency, it should be applied increasingly in the management of the above-mentioned pleuropulmonary diseases.
Eur Respir J 1998; 11: 213– 221.

Thoracoscopy was introduced by JACOBAEUS [1], an internist in Stockholm in 1910, primarily as a diagnostic procedure in two cases of exudative (tuberculous) pleuritis. In
his excellent overview "Thoracoscopy and its practical
importance" JACOBAEUS [1] published his accumulated experience of thoracoscopy in all the indications which are
still in 1998 the domain of pneumologists [2]. With malignant effusion, he was frequently able to differentiate between primary and secondary tumours of the chest wall,
pleura, lung and mediastinum. He divided tuberculous
pleurisy into different stages, studied rheumatic and nonspecific parapneumonic effusions and he performed thoracoscopy in more than 100 empyemas, many of which
were nontuberculous. He also appreciated that, frequently,
one could not visualize the defect in idiopathic, spontaneous pneumothorax. However, during the ensuing 40 yrs,
thoracoscopy was applied on a worldwide scale almost
exclusively for the lysis of pleural adhesions by means of
thoracocautery ("Jacobaeus’ Operation") to facilitate pneumothorax treatment of tuberculosis (TB) [3].
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With the advent of antibiotic therapy for TB, a generation of physicians, already familiar with the therapeutic
application of thoracoscopy, began, mainly in Europe, to
use this technique on a wider basis for evaluating many
pleuropulmonary diseases [4, 5]. Detailed descriptions of
pleural disease, with emphasis on tuberculous and malignant effusions, appeared in the literature and the diagnostic
potential was again verified. Concurrently, many American
surgeons preferred thoracotomy and open biopsy for evaluation of these diseases.
Due to technical improvements and a trend towards less
invasive procedures, thoracoscopy was rediscovered by thoracic surgeons at the beginning of this decade, and termed
"surgical" thoracoscopy, which is more precisely known
as video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) [6– 8]. Interestingly, this revival has also supported the introduction of
"medical" thoracoscopy into the scope of respiratory physicians, in particular in the USA where, according to a
national survey in 1994, already more than 5% of all pulmonologists were applying medical thoracoscopy [9]. In
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Fig. 1. – Computed tomography simulation of medical thoracoscopy
(right thoracic cavity in left lateral position). Visualization of chest wall
pleura, diaphragm, lung, anterior and partially of posterior mediastinum
possible.

Europe, thoracoscopy is intrinsic in the training programme of pneumology [10].
The purpose of this article is to describe the present role
of "medical" thoracoscopy in the diagnosis and treatment
of pleural effusions, including empyema, and of pneumothorax.
Techniques
Medical thoracoscopy is an invasive technique which
should be used only when other more simple methods fail.
As with all technical procedures there is certainly a learning curve before full competence is achieved [11, 12].
Therefore, appropriate training is mandatory [13]. Actually, the technique is very similar to chest-tube insertion
by means of a trocar, the difference being that, in addition,
the pleural cavity can be visualized and biopsies can be
taken from all areas of the pleural cavity including the
chest wall, diaphragm, mediastinum and lung (fig. 1).
This is also the reason that the term thoracoscopy should
be preferred to "pleuroscopy", which is occasionally used
in-stead [14].

An absolute prerequisite for thoracoscopy is the presence of an adequate pleural space which should be at least
6– 10 cm in diameter. If not present, a pneumothorax is
induced, immediately or the day before thoracoscopy under fluoroscopic (or radiographic/sonographic) control. If
extensive pleuropulmonary adhesions are present, "extended" thoracoscopy without creating a pneumothorax
can be carried out [15], but this requires special skills and
should not be undertaken without special training.
The main advantage of medical thoracoscopy compared
to VATS is that the examination can be performed under
local anaesthesia or conscious sedation (neurolept analgesia) after adequate premedication, and thus without the
support of an anaesthetist. Furthermore, medical thoracoscopy is also less expensive because it may be safely
performed with nondisposable instruments and in an appropriate endoscopy room.
The different techniques of diagnostic and therapeutic
thoracoscopy, as performed by the pneumologist, are described in detail elsewhere [4, 5, 16, 17]. Essentially, one
method prefers a single entry with a 9 mm thoracoscope,
with a working channel for accessory instruments and
optical biopsy forceps (fig. 2), and local anaesthesia [4,
12, 17– 20]. The other favours two entries, one with a
7 mm trocar for the examination telescope and the other
with a 5 mm trocar for accessory instruments including
the biopsy forceps and neurolept (or general) anaesthesia
[5, 21]. However, the experienced thoracoscopist will certainly use a combination of these techniques, depending
upon the individual needs and the facilities available.
For cauterization of adhesions and blebs or in cases
of bleeding after biopsy electrocoagulation (or laser coagulation) should be available [4, 5]. For pleurodesis of
effusions 8– 10 mL of sterile, dry asbestos-free talc is insufflated through a rigid or flexible suction catheter with a
pneumatic atomizer [5, 19]. Additional pain medication
should be given as necessary. In pneumothorax patients 2–
3 mL of talc is sufficient [5, 19, 22]. Immediate suction
through the chest-tube is always applied following the procedure.
Flexible bronchoscopes have also been used, which in
comparison with rigid thoracoscopes have several disadvantages, in particular the less adequate orientation within
the pleural cavity and the smaller biopsies [18, 23]. Most
authors use flexible instruments only because rigid instruments are not available or appear dangerous: some authors
believe that local anaesthesia is not adequate [24]. Currently under development are special semi-flexible instruments
with a rigid shaft and a flexible tip. Video equipment is
not mandatory but allows better teaching and documentation.
Prevention of complications
Medical thoracoscopy is a safe examination if the contra-indications are observed and if certain standard criteria
are fulfilled [4, 5, 21, 25]. An obliterated pleural space is
an absolute contra-indication. Relative contra-indications
include bleeding disorders, hypoxaemia and an unstable
cardiovascular status and persistent uncontrollable cough.
During the procedure, cardiorespiratory functions should
be monitored by electrocardiography (ECG), measurement of blood pressure and continuous oximetry. Complications such as benign cardiac arrhythmias, low-grade
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Fig. 2. – Instruments for medical thoracoscopy: a) trocar and cannula with valve; b) single incision thoracoscope (9 mm diameter); c) biopsy forceps
with straight optics; and d) magnification of optics and forceps in the thoracoscope shaft ready for biopsy.

hypertension or hypoxaemia can be prevented almost
completely by administration of oxygen [26]. The most
serious, but fortunately least frequent, complication is
severe haemorrhage due to blood vessel injury during the
procedure. However, this, and also pulmonary perforations, can be avoided by using safe points of entry and a
cautious biopsy technique. In the case of smaller persistent bleedings, electrocoagulation may become necessary.
In our experience of more than 6,000 thoracoscopies,
there was never the need for a surgical intervention to
stop bleeding caused by thoracoscopy. The most serious
complication of pneumothorax induction is air or gas
embolism, which occurs very rarely (<0.1%), as long as
necessary precautionary measures are observed [4].
Reported mortality rates (<0.01%) are very low [5, 25].
Even several litres of fluid can be completely removed
during thoracoscopy with little risk of pulmonary oedema,
because immediate equilibration of pressures is provided
by direct entrance of air through the cannula into the pleural space [4]. If the re-expansion potential of the lung
appears to be diminished, at most, only low pressure suction should be applied through the intrapleural drainage
tube which is always put into place at the end of thoracoscopy. Following lung biopsy, a bronchopleural fistula may
result. This may require longer than the usual suction periods of 3– 5 days, particularly in cases with stiff lungs [4,
5]. After talc poudrage fever may occur. Local site infection is however uncommon and empyema has been reported only very rarely [22].
In cases of mesothelioma, 10– 12 days after thoracoscopy, radiotherapy may be carried out in order to prevent

the late complications of tumours growing at the sites of
entry [27].
Indications
Medical thoracoscopy is today primarily a diagnostic
procedure, but it can also be applied for therapeutic purposes [28, 29]. Pleural effusions are by far the leading indication for medical thoracoscopy both for diagnosis,
mainly in exudates of unknown aetiology and for staging
in diffuse malignant mesothelioma or lung cancer, and for
treatment by talc pleurodesis in malignant or other recurrent effusions, or in cases of empyema. Spontaneous pneumothorax for staging and, in stage I and II, for local
treatment is also an excellent indication. For those who
are familiar with the technique other (mainly diagnostic)
indications are biopsies from the diaphragm, the lung, the
mediastinum and the pericardium [28]. In addition, medical thoracoscopy offers a remarkable tool for research as a
"gold standard" in the study of pleural effusions.
At our institution, Lungenklinik Heckeshorn in Berlin,
there has during the last three decades been a definite
trend, both in absolute and relative numbers, towards an
increase in the application of medical thoracoscopies in
pleural effusions, which comprises 90% of the annual
170– 200 medical thoracoscopies performed. There has
also been a corresponding decline in the other indications
[4, 28] (table 1). This decrease in all indications other than
pleural effusions is explained by several factors. The reason that the absolute number of pleural effusions has risen
so much is due to the fact that more and more pleural effusions are transferred to our hospital for diagnostic and
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Table 1. – Indications for thoracoscopy: comparison
between 1971–1979, 1980–1988 and 1995–1996 in Lungenklinik Heckeshorn, Berlin, Germany
Indications

1971– 1979
(n=1652)
%
48
39
24
37
22
17
6
5
1
1

Pleural effusion
Malignant
Tuberculous
Others
Diffuse lung disease
Localized lung lesion
Chest wall lesion
Mediastinal tumour
Pneumothorax
Postoperative cavity

1980– 1988 1995– 1996
(n=1519)
(n=369)
%
%
74
90
48
68
14
8
38
24
8
1
6
3
5
2.5
2
0
4
3
1
0.5

n: number of patients.

therapeutic purposes. On the other hand, the indications
for diagnosis in localized lung and chest wall lesions have
diminished considerably since imaging techniques such as
computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRT), which are available routinely today, deliver
very often the diagnosis or allow the differentiation between malignant and benign disease. In addition, VATS or
"surgical" thoracoscopy can be preferably performed in
these indications for diagnosis and for simultaneous removal of the lesion. Furthermore, our indications for lung
biopsies in diffuse lung diseases have decreased, too. This
is due to the improved diagnostic results of bronchoscopy
using transbronchial lung biopsies and bronchoalveolar
lavage as well as to the development of high-resolution
CT (HRCT) which improves the definition of structural
changes, e.g. the degree of fibrosis, and sometimes even
gives the diagnosis, e.g. in histiocytosis X. The low number of pneumothorax patients in our series is explained by
the historic policy of our institution that the Department
of Thoracic Surgery takes care of almost all patients who
are admitted with spontaneous pneumothorax. However,
our surgeons always include the routine use of an optic for
the inspection of the pleural cavity at the time of chesttube insertion through the cannula, in local anaesthesia,
what actually means that they perform a "medical" thoracoscopy. The same is frequently true for cases of empyema which are traditionally treated almost exclusively by
our surgeons [30].
Pleural effusions
Even after extensive diagnostic work-up of the pleural
fluid the aetiology of a number of pleural effusions remains undetermined [31, 32]. Blind needle biopsies may
establish the diagnosis in some additional cases, particularly in tuberculous pleurisy [33– 35]. In a series by BOUTIN
et al. [11], of 1,000 consecutive patients with pleural effusions, 215 cases remained undiagnosed after repeated pleural fluid analyses and performance of pleural biopsies.
This is in agreement with the results of several other
authors who, without the use of thoracoscopy, report that
at least 20– 25% of pleural effusions remain undiagnosed
[36– 38], although this certainly depends upon patient
populations.

If the facilities for medical thoracoscopy are available,
medical thoracoscopy should be performed on these undiagnosed patients because of its high sensitivity in malignant and tuberculous pleural effusions [28]. In addition it
allows fast and more definite biopsy diagnosis, including
a higher yield in TB-cultures and the determination of
hormone receptors in some malignancies. Furthermore
staging in lung cancer and diffuse mesothelioma is possible. The exclusion of an underlying malignancy or TB is
provided with high probability. Surgery, including surgical thoracoscopy, is not only much more invasive and expensive but does not produce better results than medical
thoracoscopy and, therefore, should be reserved for very
selected cases [39]. Repeated therapeutic thoracenteses
may often create pleuropulmonary adhesions which make
medical thoracoscopy much more difficult or even impossible [4]. The application of medical thoracoscopy today
allows the simultaneous insufflation of talc powder which
currently offers the best results in pleurodesis treatment.
Further therapeutic advantages include complete fluid removal, and evaluation of the re-expansion potential of the
lung. Fibrinous loculations in tuberculosis and empyema
can be easily removed, thus creating a single pleural cavity which can be treated more efficiently.
Therefore, we prefer to perform a diagnostic medical
thoracoscopy in almost all exudates in which the aetiology
remains undetermined after pleural fluid analysis [28]. At
present, at our institution, more than 68% of all thoracoscoped pleural effusions are of malignant and only 8% of
tuberculous origin. In 24% of the cases medical thoracoscopy was performed mainly for differential diagnosis, in
particular for exclusion of malignancy or TB. LIGHT [40]
estimated for the USA, annual incidences of 750,000 noncardiac and nonparapneumonic pleural effusions, thus by
that rationale one would expect in our catchment area
which comprises, mainly the western part of Berlin with
approximately 2 million inhabitants, about 6,000 pleural
effusions. Of these approximately 2,000 would be of
malignant origin, of which less than 5– 10% would undergo medical thoracoscopy.
Malignant pleural effusions
As already mentioned, malignant pleural effusions in
1997 represent the leading diagnostic and therapeutic indication for medical thoracoscopy [28, 29]. In a prospective intrapatient comparison, the diagnostic yield of the
nonsurgical biopsy methods in malignant pleural effusions was studied simultaneously in 208 patients [41].
These included: 58 diffuse malignant mesotheliomas; 29
cancers of the lung; 116 metastatic pleural effusions with
28 breast cancers; 30 cancers of various other origins; 58
of undetermined origin; and five malignant lymphomas.
The overall diagnostic yield with cytological results
from effusion was 62%, with needle biopsy (Trucut; Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Valencia, CA, USA) 44%, and
with medical thoracoscopy 95%, the latter showing a significantly higher sensitivity (p<0.001) than needle biopsy
with cytological results from effusions combined, which
were positive in 74%. All methods taken together were
diagnostic in 97% of cases of malignant pleural effusions
(fig. 3). In six cases an underlying neoplasm was suspected at thoracoscopy but confirmed only by thoracotomy or
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Fig. 3. – The different biopsy techniques used in the diagnosis of
malignant pleural effusions and their sensitivity expressed in percentages (cytological and histological results combined). Prospective intrapatient comparison (n=208). Taken from [28].

autopsy in three cases each. Similar results were reported
by a number of other investigators [11, 18, 20, 42].
Reasons for false-negative thoracoscopy include insufficient and nonrepresentative biopsies, that depend largely
on the experience of the thoracopist [11, 12], and the presence of adhesions which deny access to neoplastic tissue
[5, 28]. In our experience, there is virtually no difference
in the yield, using medical thoracoscopy for the different
types of malignant effusions. The overall yield in 287
cases was for cytology 62% and for medical thoracoscopy
95%; the yield for cytology and in particular thoracoscopy
did not vary much between lung carcinomas (67 versus
96%, n=67), extrathoracic primaries (62 versus 95.5%, n=
154) or diffuse malignant mesotheliomas (58 versus 92%,
n=66) (unpublished data).
Medical thoracoscopy is helpful in the staging of lung
cancer, diffuse malignant mesothelioma and metastatic
cancers. In lung cancer patients, thoracoscopy can determine whether the tumour has spread to the pleura, is
secondary to venous or lymphatic obstruction or is parapneumonic [28]. As a result, it may be possible to avoid
exploratory thoracotomy or determine operability. WEISSBERG et al. [43] performed thoracoscopies in 45 patients
with lung cancer and pleural effusion. In 37, they found
pleural invasion; three patients had mediastinal disease;
the remaining five had no evident metastatic disease and,
therefore, no contra-indication to resection. CANTO et al.
[44] found similar results: eight of 44 patients (18%) had
no thorascopic evidence of pleural involvement and six
went to resection where no tumour was found.
In diffuse malignant mesothelioma, medical thoracoscopy provides an earlier diagnosis and a better histological classification due to larger and consequently more
representative biopsies, as well as more precise staging
[45– 47]. This may have important therapeutic implications since much better responses to local immunotherapy
or local chemotherapy in the early stages (I and II) have
been observed [48– 50]. Thoracoscopy is also helpful in
the diagnosis of benign asbestos-related pleural effusion
which, by definition, is a diagnosis of exclusion [51].
Fibrohyaline or calcified, thick and pearly white pleural
plaques may be found indicating possible asbestos exposure. Thoracoscopic pulmonary biopsies and even biopsies
from special lesions on the parietal pleura may demonstrate high concentrations of asbestos fibres providing further support to the diagnosis of asbestos disease [52].
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In metastatic pleural effusions, biopsies of the visceral
and diaphragmatic pleura are only possible under direct
vision. Since the chest wall pleura is frequently (approximately 30% of cases) not involved, it is impossible in
these cases to provide a diagnosis by blind needle biopsy
[53]. Furthermore, because of the large size of biopsies
obtained at thoracoscopy it may be much easier for the
pathologist to suggest the organ from which the tumour
originates [11]. In metastatic breast cancer, tissue can be
obtained for determination of hormone receptors [54].
Even with lymphomas, the diagnostic yield as well as the
morphological classification is improved [41, 55].
Therapeutically, several litres of fluid can be completely and immediately removed during thoracoscopy with
little risk of pulmonary oedema, because of immediate
equilibration of pressures by direct entrance of air into the
pleural space [4]. Furthermore the re-expansion potential
of the lung can be evaluated by visual inspection. In addition, the extent of intrapleural tumour spread can be described using a scoring system which correlates quite
close with survival [56]. The main advantage is certainly
that talc poudrage can be performed during medical thoracoscopy, which today is the best conservative option for
pleurodesis [5, 22, 57– 62], possibly because a very even
distribution of the talc powder to all parts of the pleura is
achieved. It has also been shown to be very efficient in the
treatment of lymphomatous chylothorax [63].
Tuberculous pleural effusions
Tuberculosis now causes less than 10% of all effusions
seen in Western Europe and the USA, and comprises a
still lower percentage of all chronic cases [34, 40]. Although, in a review of the literature on 1,325 cases [64],
the yield of blind needle biopsy averages 69% with a
range of 28– 88% including results from multiple biopsies
and TB cultures. The diagnostic accuracy of thoracoscopy
is greater, because the pathologist is provided with multiple, selected biopsies and because the cultural proof of
tubercle bacilli growth is more frequently positive. In a
prospective intrapatient comparison [65], the immediate
diagnosis in 100 TB cases was established histologically by
thoracoscopy in 94%, compared to needle biopsy (Trucut) with only 38% positive results. This may be of clinical importance, because antituberculous chemotherapy
can be started without delay. The combined yield of histology and bacteriological culture was for medical thoracoscopy 99% and for needle biopsy 51% and when culture results from effusions were added 61% (fig. 4). The
percentage of positive TB cultures was twice as high from
thoracoscopic biopsies, including cultures from fib-rinous
membranes (78%), as the percentage in pleural effusions
and needle biopsies combined (39%), allowing bacteriological confirmation of the diagnosis and, furthermore,
susceptibility tests. In five of the 78 positive cases (6.4%),
resistance against one or multiple antituberculous drugs
was found, which had some influence on therapy and
prognosis. The chance for positive TB cultures was much
higher (87%) in cases with fibrin production. This type,
with a diffusely thickened pleura, multiple adhesions and
sometimes formation of encapsulating membranes with
fluid loculations was present in 75% of cases. By comparison, the pathognomonic picture of sago-like early pleuri-
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Fig. 4. – The different biopsy techniques used in the diagnosis of
tuberculous pleural effusions and their sensitivity expressed in percentages (histological and bacteriological results combined). Prospective
intrapatient comparison (n=100). Taken from [28].

tis with miliary tuberculous granulomas and without fibrin
layers was seen in only 25%. Here, a positive TB culture
was obtained from all materials in only 50%, giving a
highly significant difference (p<0.0005). Interestingly,
this study also showed that the chance of positive TB cultures from pleural effusion alone was statistically much
better in cases with a low pleural glucose level (<50
mg·dL-1) indicating an increased metabolism by TB
bacilli and/or a higher degree of inflammation (59% positive versus 25% with glucose levels above 50 mg·dL-1, p<
0.005). But the first group comprised only 17% of the
patients, suggesting that the majority of the cases were
diagnosed at quite an early stage. Cell differentiation was
shown: in 71% mainly lymphocytes, in 9% neutrophils,
predominating in the early stages of growth without fibrin
production, and in 20% no characteristic cells at all.
In another prospective study in 40 cases from South
Africa, thoracoscopy had a diagnostic yield of 98% in
comparison with an 80% diagnostic yield with Abram’s
needle biopsies [66]. This led to the conclusion that in
areas with a high prevalence of TB, Abram’s needle
biopsy (in this case three biopsies were obtained and each
examined histologically and microbiologically) can contribute significantly to the diagnosis. However, in a further
study on the effect of corticosteroids in the treatment of
TB pleurisy, the authors found that the initial complete
drainage of the effusion, performed during thoracoscopy,
was associated with greater symptomatic improvement
than any subsequent therapy [67]. No studies are known
which compare the influence of thoracoscopy with its
early diagnosis and complete drainage and subsequent
drug treatment to a group with drug treatment alone. At
least in our institution, after thoracoscopy with the possibility of open-ing intrapleural loculations and evacuating
the pleural fluid completely, together with the early initiation of drug treatment, no single case has been observed
during the last decade which needed decortication because
of development of fibrothorax.
In our view, one should not treat patients with antituberculous drugs, merely on the suspicion of a tuberculous
pleurisy, if they present with a high lymphocyte count in
the pleural fluid and a positive skin test [68]. At least in
countries with a low prevalence of TB, where even other
laboratory tests such as adenosine deaminase may not be
very distinctive [69, 70], medical thoracoscopy should be
performed when needle biopsies show negative results, in
order to prove or exclude TB. In addition, the high yield
in positive TB cultures from thoracoscopic biopsies gives
rise to the possibility of obtaining susceptibility tests which,

in the case of drug resistance, may have some influence on
therapy and prognosis [65].
Other pleural effusions
In cases with effusions that are neither malignant nor
tuberculous, thoracoscopy may give macroscopic clues to
their aetiology, e.g. in rheumatoid effusions, effusions following pancreatitis, liver cirrhosis, extension from the
abdominal cavity, or trauma [4, 71]. Although, in these
entities history, pleural fluid analysis, physical and other
examinations are usually diagnostic [31, 35], thoracoscopy may be indicated in those cases without a definite diagnosis. When the pleural effusions are secondary to
underlying primary lung diseases, such as pulmonary infarct or pneumonia, the diagnosis can frequently be made
on macroscopic examination, and be confirmed microscopically from a biopsy of the lung [4]. As already mentioned, thoracoscopy is well suited for the diagnosis of benign
asbestos-related pleural effusions, which, by definition,
present a diagnosis of exclusion [51].
In other pleural effusions, when the origin is unknown,
the main diagnostic value of thoracoscopy lies in its ability to exclude malignant and tuberculous disease [71]. By
means of thoracoscopy the proportion of so-called idiopathic pleural effusions falls usually markedly below 10%
[11, 42, 64, 72], whereas studies which have not used
thoracoscopy report failure to obtain a diagnosis in over
20% [36– 38]. But, this certainly also depends upon the
selection of patients [72, 73] and the definition of "idiopathic". In a study from an area with a high prevalence of
TB, diagnosis was established in 86.5% without the use of
thoracoscopy. Only very few malignant cases were detected during the follow-up [32]. In another series of 620
patients, although no details are given on the definite diagnosis of 92%, it was supposed that only 8% remained
without a diagnosis after less invasive procedures [74].
Thoracoscopy established the diagnosis of malignancy
in half of these patients. In our own experience, the proportion of pleural effusions from other origins, which
underwent medical thoracoscopy, is in relative numbers
decreasing: falling from 37% in the 1970s and 38% in the
1980s [28] to 24% in the 1995– 1996 time period. The proportion of tuberculous pleurisies fell from 24 to 14 and
8% in the same time period, whereas the proportion of
malignant pleural effusions rose from 39% in the 1970s to
48% in the 1980s to 68% in 1997 (see table 1).
Occasionally, it is impossible to perform thoracoscopy
in the presence of effusion because of dense pleuropulmonary adhesions. This is usually observed as a consequence
of repeated aspirations of larger volumes of pleural fluid
and we would not consider this an appropriate diagnostic
approach [4, 28]. Only in rare cases where it is impossible
to perform thoracoscopy because of pleuropulmonary adhesions or in those cases remaining undiagnosed after
medical thoracoscopy and thought to be due to disease for
which there might be a specific therapy, it may be worthwhile to consider as a further diagnostic step surgical thoracoscopy (VATS) or exploratory thoracotomy, eventually
combined with decortication [39].
In some selected cases of recurrent pleural effusions of
nonmalignant aetiology including chylothorax, pleurodesis may be induced by applying talc poudrage during
medical thoracoscopy [62, 75, 76].
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Empyema
Medical thoracoscopy can also be useful in the management of early empyema [30, 77]. In cases with multiple
loculations, it is possible to open these spaces, to remove
the fibrinopurulent membranes by forceps and to create
one single cavity, which can be drained and irrigated
much more successfully [5, 78, 79]. This treatment should
be carried out early in the course of empyema, before the
adhesions become too fibrous and adherent. Thus, if the
indication for placement of a chest tube is present [80] and
if the facilities are available, medical thoracoscopy should
be performed at the time of chest-tube insertion. Overall,
medical thoracoscopy is a procedure similar to chest-tube
placement but allows the creation of one single pleural
cavity allowing much better local treatment [21]. Prospective studies on this use of medical thoracoscopy have not
yet been done. Successful thoracoscopic treatment has
also been reported in children [81, 82].
VATS is definitely a more invasive procedure because
general anaesthesia and selective double lumen intubation
are necessary. This should be avoided, if possible, in these
often very sick patients [21]. Surgery, however, is certainly indicated in the later, organizational stage with dense
and extensive adhesions [83].
Spontaneous pneumothorax
In spontaneous pneumothorax, medical thoracoscopy
can be applied easily for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, if the skills and the facilities for this technique are
available [4, 5, 16, 28]. In particular, if a chest tube is
introduced by trocar technique, it is easy to use an optic
for visual inspection of the lung and the pleural cavity,
before the insertion of the chest tube through this cannula.
On inspection during medical thoracoscopy, the underlying lesions can be directly assessed according to the
classification of VANDERSCHUEREN [19]: stage I with an endoscopically normal lung; stage II with pleuropulmonary
adhesions; stage III with small bullae and blebs (<2 cm in
diameter); and stage IV with numerous large bullae (>2
cm in diameter). In 1,047 cases where medical thoracoscopy was used by three different teams [84– 86], pathological lesions were detected in about 70% of the cases with
only slightly differing percentages for stages II-IV; blebs
and bullae were present in 45– 62%. False classification of
stage I was shown at surgery in 8– 28% of cases [84– 86].
Although the detection rates of blebs and bullae are higher
(76– 100%) in series with VATS or thoracotomy [87], it is
unlikely that larger bullae and blebs or fistulae will not be
detected during medical thoracoscopy.
Medical thoracoscopy offers the possibility to combine
chest drainage with coagulation of blebs and bullae as
well as pleurodesis by talc poudrage [5, 88]. Talc poudrage achieves the best conservative treatment results with
recurrence rates below 10% [22, 89, 90]. Subsequent surgical intervention was necessary in 4– 10% of the cases
in the three above-mentioned series [84– 86]. In stage IV
with numerous large bullae, usually the indication for
VATS or thoracotomy is given. These patients should be
transferred directly to the surgical department after insertion of a chest tube. Talc poudrage and/or coagulation of
bullae are performed only in cases where surgery is con-
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tra-indicated, e.g. because of respiratory insufficiency, secondary to severe bronchitis or other advanced pulmonary
disease [90].
In our view, medical thoracoscopy is routinely justified
in all patients with spontaneous pneumothorax where tube
drainage is indicated, since several advantages are offered:
precise assessment of underlying lesions under direct visual control, choice of best (conservative or surgical) treatment measures, direct treatment by coagulation of blebs
and bullae, and by severing of adhesions, if necessary, followed by talc poudrage as well as selection of the best
location for the chest-tube placement [28]. Furthermore,
pneumothorax is a practical and easy opportunity for the
young pneumologist to learn medical thoracoscopy and to
gain confidence in handling the various instruments.
Summary
Primarily introduced as a diagnostic procedure, thoracoscopy was applied between 1915– 1955 almost exclusively therapeutically in the pneumothorax treatment of
tuberculosis. In the early 1960s, thoracoscopy was used,
mainly by pneumologists in Europe, on a much broader
basis for the diagnosis of many pleuropulmonary diseases.
At the beginning of the 1990s with the tremendous advances in endoscopy technology and the trend toward less
invasive operations, thoracoscopy was also rediscovered
by the thoracic surgeons. But surgical thoracoscopy requires general anaesthesia with selective endobronchial
intubation and at least three points of entry, and it should
be called more correctly "video-assisted thoracic surgery
(VATS)". Medical thoracoscopy, performed by the pneumologist in an endoscopy suite, is much less invasive requiring only local anaesthesia or conscious sedation and
only one or two points of entry.
The main indications of medical thoracoscopy are in
1998 in the diagnosis and treatment of pleural effusions
and pneumothorax. In pleural effusions medical thoracoscopy provides the proof or exclusion of malignancy and
tuberculosis with an accuracy approaching 100%. As a
staging procedure it helps determine the aetiology and
extent, and possibly, prognosis of malignant effusions as
well as treatment strategies.
The insufflation of talc powder during thoracoscopy is
in 1998 the best conservative method of pleurodesis in
malignant and recurrent benign effusions, including chylothorax. Medical thoracoscopy has proved also to be successful in the management of empyema and of spontaneous
pneumothorax. In the future, it may become even more
popular once more respiratory physicians are trained in
using the procedure.
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